Dear President Biden:

The barbaric October 7, 2023, attack on Israel was a stark wake-up call about the threats Iranian-backed terrorist groups pose to both Israelis and Americans, as well as the dangers inherent to appeasing the Islamic Republic of Iran. Iran directly enabled the October 7th attacks by funding, training, and equipping Hamas, Palestine Islamic Jihad, and other terrorist proxies such as Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Houthi organization Ansar Allah in Yemen. In addition, Iran provides the revolutionary ideology that inculcates in its proxies the determination to kill innocents in the name of the Islamic revolution. In response to the October 7th attacks and Iran’s subsequent mobilization of its terrorist proxy forces across the region, we urge the administration to take immediate action to deny the Islamic Republic additional financial resources that it can use to continue supporting terrorism. These efforts should start by immediately cracking down on Iran’s expanding and lucrative illicit oil trade, which has surged in recent years despite international sanctions on Iran remaining in place.

Iran now exports more than 1.4 million barrels of crude oil daily, over 80% of which goes to China. From February 2021 to October 2023, the regime has taken at least $88 billion from these illicit oil exports. Iran is deriving significant economic benefits from pervasive sanctions evasion, with Iran’s annual economic growth increasing by more than four percent and net foreign currency reserves up by 45 percent. It was reported earlier this year that the administration scaled back enforcement efforts against Iranian oil shipments as part of negotiations with Iran. We believe this policy must be reversed.

Surging oil exports enable the Islamic Republic to increase its financial and material support for Hamas and other terrorist proxies, including Hezbollah, who threaten Israel. Reports state that Iran’s support for Hamas’ military wing has grown from $100 million to $350 million per year. Israeli officials have said that Iran sponsors over 93 percent of Hamas’ budget. Additionally, Iran has both proliferated and supported local production of projectiles like rockets for Hamas. Iran transfers rockets and other weapons to Hamas.

---

There is well-documented evidence that Hamas fighters used Iranian weapons in the October 7th attack. Meanwhile, the State Department assesses that Iran also provides Hezbollah with hundreds of millions of dollars each year, with Israeli Defense Minister Yoav Gallant estimating that annual Iranian support for Hezbollah exceeds $700 million. This has helped the terrorist group field more than 150,000 rockets pointed at Israeli cities from Lebanon. Since the attacks of October 7th, Hezbollah has been responsible for indiscriminate rocket and missile fire into Israel.

Iranian-backed groups have also launched attacks on U.S. forces across the Middle East. According to the Department of Defense, there have been more than 150 attacks on U.S. troops in the region since October 17, 2023, resulting in scores of injuries to U.S. servicemembers. And on January 28, a drone strike killed three servicemembers. These attacks are directly enabled by the financial and military support Iran provides to militias and other groups in Iraq and Syria. Additionally, since October 7th, Iranian-backed Houthis – Ansar Allah – has launched missiles and suicide drones at Israeli civilians from Yemen, shot down a U.S. MQ-9 Reaper surveillance drone over international waters, and hijacked cargo ships. On November 27, 2023, the Houthis targeted the USS Mason with two ballistic missiles when it responded to a distress call from a commercial tanker under attack from armed pirates in the Gulf of Aden. On December 3, 2023, the Houthis attacked three different commercial vessels sailing in the Red Sea with ballistic missiles. When the USS Carney responded to distress calls from the ship, it came under threat from drones and shot them down. On January 2, 2024, CENTCOM said that day’s Houthi launch of anti-ship ballistic missiles into the Southern Red Sea was the “24th attack against merchant shipping in the Southern Red Sea since November 19.”

In the wake of the October 7th terror attacks and subsequent attacks by Iran-backed proxies on U.S. forces in the Middle East, the administration must adopt a zero-tolerance policy regarding Iran’s lucrative oil exports. These exports provide a crucial lifeline to sustain and expand Tehran’s sponsorship of terrorist groups that seek the destruction of Israel. They must be stopped.

As Iran continues to fundraise and financially support terror proxies, funding from these oil sales is also enabling Iran’s illegal nuclear program. The IAEA in December of 2023 reported that Iran now has

---

enough fissile material for three nuclear bombs. Iran has also reversed course and increased its enrichment of 60% uranium in recent weeks as it believes it is isolated from Western sanctions pressure.\(^{16}\)

We support bipartisan, bicameral efforts in Congress to address Iran’s expanding oil trade. We, therefore, call on the administration to take immediate action to stop Iran’s illicit oil trade and sanction entities transporting Iranian petroleum products and the foreign ports and refineries that knowingly accept those products, along with any financial institutions facilitating these transactions.

Thank you for the administration’s efforts to support Israel as it exercises its right to self-defense, which is in the national security of the United States and our allies. We hope you will take swift action and look forward to your response.
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